HSU Indians ask
Siemens to quit
by Ann Marie Thompson
HSU President Cornelius

H.

ative
group alee
t quarter by a rae
eee
who crowded
American students

into his office and presented
a list
of demands.
“We asked for his resignation
and he said if we could find a
better man he would step down,”
Russell Redner, a Native American sociology major, said last
week.
Redner, a senior, said Siemens
didn’t appear to think a better
man could be found.

“Even if he did resign—that
wouldn’t end our problem. By
with

his

office

we've

made a few points with the people
under him,” Redner said.
New major demanded
Besides Siemens’ resignation,
the Native Americans demanded
that a Native American

Studies

major be offered by next fall.
Native American courses are
available this quarter on an
experimental basis, according to
Redner.

“They're sort of the fringe. If

anything
is to be cut out (for lack
oy
putas

Siemens declined comment on
the incident or the demands,

Redner said the Native Americans decided to confront Siemens

show, by Hayward
sity potter Clayton Bailey,
consisted of a number of mugs
satirizing American
American stereotypes.
A mug

entitled

‘“Pre-Colum-

bilan Drunken Indian” enraged

that’s a term you can play with,”
Redner said.
“We (six or seven students) sat
down and decided what to do
about this and we conspired to
break the mug in front of the
president,” he said. ‘‘Although it
was presented in a satirical light,
there are too many dense people,
who don’t
see the satirical light of
art.
And when it comes
to principle, property doesn’t mean
anything to me.”
According to Redner, between
40 and 60 students—mostly

Na-

tive Americans gathered in Sie-

mens’s office and asked to see the

president.
Siemens was out for the day,
but ‘“‘when he knew we wanted to
see hime he decided to come,”
Redner said, adding that ‘‘it’s
kind of ridiculous when you have
to call a protest just to meet your
own president.”
Why didn’t they make an appointment?

A group of native American students took part in a
protest in President Cornelius H. Siemen’s office near

Cancel appointments
“He usually cancels appointments anyway,” Redner said.
“We tried the active approach—
and it wasn’t really that active. It
just sort of inconvenienced him.
They called that protest.”

conditions that included a work in an art exhibit and a
poster in one of the Associated Students offices. They
also asked for the president’s resignation.

Redner said that if the
to see
had not come
president
them, ‘‘we were going to stay all
night. We wanted to see the
president.”’
The students also objected to a
poster hung in a student government office. It pictured a
“smiling Indian" with the caption, ‘You don’t have to be Jew-

the end
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Cultural center killed <

returns
BS
::

violations on university

be

“: turned over to a Parking Reserve Fund for the entire college

out).””

*; and university system
in March.

There were varied reasons attributed to the
defeat of the referendum. Wood said, ‘‘I think a
lot of students saw the center as a ghetto for
minority students. They thought it was kind of a
rush job. They were skeptical.”
Strahan said, ‘“‘It may have been due to a
single or combination of factors depending on the
individual voters feeling. One motive may have
been when (Bobby) Lake and (Guillermo) Marquez withdrew their support.”

Limitations
The lawmakers

provided that no monies from the fund may

= tbe used ‘to purchase land or to construct any parking
of students
= facilities or alternative methods of transportation

and employes of the California State University and College

Wihdrew

=:

Lake, assistant to HSU’s vice president for
academic affairs and Marquez, campus
Educational Opportunity Program director,
were early backers of the center, but withdrew
. They said the statement asking
students for fun
was significantly different
from the original
of the center.
Marquez was not surprised at the defeat of the

ededededetedh

would not go by the student body. But I didn’t
expect
it to be as close as it was.”’
A possible reason for the referendum's defeat,
Strahan said, was the committee may not have

System.”

“It would be up to the Board of Trustees to approve any

¢: methods of transportation funds,’’ commented legislative
‘: advocate for the California State University and College
: Student President Assoc. Joe Jay.
*: At HSU, the announcement of the bill's passage
and ap-

s

%: organizer

::

t a mixed reaction from Mel Copiand, achief

the local student movement for such a bill. The

:: drive for petition signatures, conducted

% collected 1,678 signatures.

last September,
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adequately publicized its recommendation. He
said he was ‘“‘not necessarily”
surprised by the
result
of the vote.
Wood also wasn’t
“In the
I was confident it would pass. But in the
before the election I began to hear more and
more rumbles of ‘I haven’t heard very much
about it.’ ”’
Wood said, ‘‘I thought it would lose by more. A
lot of students though it was being put over on
them.”
Mel Copland, a member of the Student
ve Council and the committee planning
the center, said he was surprised as the results.
(Continued
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Negative student vote
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% may now find some consolation in knowing that soon half of

Arcata, California 95521
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half of parking fines
*

protested
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(continued
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by Tony Borders
Students paying fines for on-campus

students

Lumberjack

Siemens’
chair taken
wanted it. We told him

ogpdetetetetetededetededetecetetetete

The

California State University, Humboldt

Redner said that when Siemens
arrived, someone was sitting in
his desk chair.

Native Americans,
who removed
it from the gallery.
“They said we stole it—but

of the fall quarter.

statement. He said, ‘‘I just had a feeling that it

on back

page)

Mai Kai lease
broken by state |
The Mai Kai Apartments, subject
of much
recent controversy,
will no longer be used for
faculty offices beginning next month.
According to Donald F. Strahan, vice
president for administrative
affairs, the State of
California broke its lease with the Brubin, Horth

and Lawiess
Co., which

the building

owners. Strahan said he ‘‘assuméd the lease was
broken because of inaction on the part of the
owners
on safety matters.”’
He hasn’t
had any direct communication
with
the state leasing
, which makes decisions
on buying and leasing property for the state
colleges and universitites,
so he isn’t sure this
the reason the lease was broken. The Lumberjack tried to confirm this reason with the
state leasing office but was unable to reach the
leasing agent.
According to Strahan new office space for
nearly 75 faculty and staff members has not been
found yet.
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‘Crashing’ dorms nixed
By Karen Sipma
Aman’s
home is his castle and
the dorms are as unobtainableas
some castles.
Moats and armies
are not what keep intruders
away, but rather
a trespassing
law that is enforced at HSU
dorms.

the clinic. (The phone number is

822-2967.)

sporadically a and wantZ toaus in
the lounges or librarys at the
dorms,

David

R.

McMurray,

associate director of housing,
said last week.
“It’s like they are staying in a
front room of a man’s house. The
people staying downstairs could
have access to the room
stairs,” McMurray said.

up-

It is illegal for people to crash
the dorms, but they try to handle
the problem from within.
Called police once
“The students or staff just ask
them to move on. Only once we

had to call the campus police to
remove people,’’ McMurray said.

Suggestions are always made
as to where they can stay. The
Open Door Clinic is one place that
trys to find a place for people to
Stay overnight.

The clinic switchboard is from
9 a.m. to 12 p.m. to give information on crash pads. The
caller is asked to come to the
clinic and is then briefly
screened, according to Patty
Natchie, a phone co-ordinator at

“We have students and people
in the middle class interested in
doing nice things for the community,” Natchie said. ‘‘We con’t
screen the people that offer their
homes, but we have gotten a few
calls offering homes only to
chicks. Those we turn down,”
Natchie said.

“Houses are always filled and
we’re always short. We average
four to five crashers each night,”
Natachie said.
All clinics in San Francisco and
north have the Open Door Clinic

listed as a place to crash. People
also

hear

by

word

of

mouth,

according to Natchie. The clinic
is not used for crashers because
it’s

against

the

crashers use it.

law

:

to

have

“Before,
the clinic hitchhikers

slept in the bushes, Redwood
Park or the woods behind the
college - and sometimes got
busted for it,’ Natchie said.

Sam

Food service director says he never

intended to establish faculty restaurant
Only faculty and staff members received the card, Friese
said, because the Loft is felt to be
Center's Loft
an exclusive too expensive for most students.
faculty-staff restaurant.
He added that students discounts
John Friese, associate food would be offered—beginning
services director, said some today—in the Lumberjack.
persons had misunderstood the
Food services
intends to spend
discount cards that were sent last $1,500 on advertising from now
week to from 700-800 faculty and until June, Friese said.
HSU's

food

services

director

denied last week that henever
intended to make the University

staff members.

He

The cards allow holders to buy
one daily special for half price, or
about 57 cents. The card
described
the Loft as faculty and
staff dining.
Friese
said the card is nothing
more than part of an advertising
campaign.
Have
to advertise
“People around here are unfamiliar with that kind of

termed

who might
vertising.

immature

object

to

those

his

ad-

room?
Friese also denied attempting
to re-name the University

Cen-

ter’s Rathskeller restaurant the

Stump Room

“I don’t know what we're

calling it now,” Friese said.
“Every school has a rathskeller.
It’s kind of a stupid name.”

Merryman,

Merryman‘s

Jr.,

Restaurant

owner

in

of

Trinidad

stands on his beach property which is
now

closed to the public.

Cites hippies, money, state

Beach closed by owner
by Sue Ann Tanzer
When
Proposition
20—the
California coastal initiative—
passed, Sam Merryman Jr.
closed his beach.
His reason: hippies, money and
the state.

Merryman, owner of Merryman’s restaurant in Trinidad,
was born and raised on his land.
The land has been in the family
since the 1800s and, he said, he
wants to keep it “clean and
presentable for years to come.”
However

Merryman

said

In other matters,
Friese said

students
were not charged sales
tax, but that faculty
and staff
were, as required by state law.

the state, he said, so he can retain

his rights of way and his right to
rope his beach off whenever he
chooses.

year five such fires were extinguished by the State Division
of Forestry, costing a minimum
of $1,000 per fire to taxpayers,
Merryman

Another
reason for the chain
draped across his paved
road was that

‘‘A lot of

(cleaned

or a trailer or bus that they can
cross

somebody's

said.

Merryman said “hippies” are
also a problem. The restrooms he
built in 1966 with flush toilets
daily

at

Merryman’s

expense) were two years later
“deplorable,” he said. They were
filled with broken bottles, writing
on the walls and other forms of
vandalism.
“I’m not an old scrooge about
this,” he said, ‘‘but I don’t approve of human waste on the
beach.’’ Merryman said now that
the restrooms have been torn
down, people from Humboldt
County

as

well

as

nomadic

college students park their
trailers overnight on his beach
and leave their human waste in

UNIQUE HANDMADE ITEMS
AMERICAN INDIAN JEWELRY AND ARTIFACTS
CUSTOM MADE SANDALS-HANDBAGS & BELTS
Ph 622-9820

1010 G Street

Ph 442-8083

Arcete.
Ce 95$21

319 Fifth Street

Eureka.
Ce 95901

New location between Benjamin's and Buck's at 107 Fifth in Eureko

Harbour Olympic Club

‘and the

443-4894

A complete gym for both men and women
Gar
6erdam
Gu

h,” he

said,

|that’s the way I like it.”

‘“‘and

Merryman
said he believes the

initiative ‘“‘should never have
a
gaan aan cee
senators and congressmen
ee

[Opinion and analysis

Behaviorist reinforces some,
leaves others unconvinced
by Ann Marie Thompson

and
Valerie Ohanian

B.

F.

some

Skinner

positively

students Thursday

reinforced

night but left

others unconditioned and unconvinced.
to over
The slight 68-year-old, speaking
aes into a hot and
2,000 ——
“e%e"e7e"e"e"s "0700" e'0"0 "eee "e"e/0"0.0/078"0/0'_1010,0,0,9,0, 0.0.0,
erececeseatatatetatetatatetstetetetetetetetatetetatsate ee eee eee

“We

need

scientific

Skinner told the crowd the only way

society can survive is
development of a special
utopia.

In this utopia the
positively conditioned
minded behaviorists.
aaah be —

with the
culture—a

masses would be
by a few futureThese designers
= the—

analysis. It’s the only thing
that can make it possible
for us to alter
human

behavior so we can have a
Corrs.” -

“The peering aout ans
to be future oriented—but
the man who works out
arming et
2 does.’’
“etetedetedededededetotenesegosesegigenegegngsseeasseceaeseceassezesetece

stuffy Men'ssilaieet discussed his wellknown theory of positive and operant
reinforcement—boring
some
and
stimulating others.
Skinner explained that his ‘positive
and negative reinforcement” concept,
saying we must “reduce the extent to
which we are made to avoid trouble.”
sek

Sete Se!20 S08

Seleleleeretes

Sosetete etetetet

ia watiatinne <cameaenitlt for
the future.”

They would be ‘“anti-heroes with a
negative personality—not likeable,”’
Skinner said, adding that they would
receive no credit for their planning—
receive no ego satisfaction.
How this utopia will be instigated is a
question Skinner says he is often asked.
He does not believe any one person will

“Our senate cunt be
solved by the application

be the initiator, but that the culture will

of behavioral

should —_

principles—

but a person needs to
understand the situation
fully.’
eteseteleteteetetetetetetetetetseteteteteteeetetetetetetetete:
Set
aah on Ente
ae
ee
firedis negative reinforcement. It woul
be positive reinforcement if the worker
was only concerned about his Friday pay
‘vowte —
SESE

S ee

want to control people. I
sesecesesssceesssgececeaesscecesssseeees

aaa <aaineiee
the consequences of the
things one does has an
effect on the probability of
the things one will happen
te do again.”

evolve, pushed by others who believe it

SER
on ae ~ web to create
a world in which people
behave

without

quarreling—enjoy
themselves and contribute
to the enjoyment of others,
consume only as much as
they need, have
fewer
children—and in the long
run

come

to know

them-

selves
and
manage
themselves
effectively.”
SSR
RRR EEE.

—..,

Skinner

said,

explaining

a positively reinforced person
behaves the way he hasbeen condoned
to

SPEER

“We

need

specify

someone

to

kinds

of

the

“The ‘-_ pony ‘comes
down to the survival of a
We

are

in

com-

environment?’

SEPPIEEERR
REE E RRR
eee eee eee,

the College
paid the

) 9

—a

petition with the world—
which culture is going to
solve its problems with the

behavior that would make
a difference—kinds
that
would
not
destroy
mankind, but a
it.’
The visit was
Program Board (
—

Skinner, thena bit weary, was driven
to Dr. C. Collins’ Trinidad home where he
hoped for some time to himself before

culture.

cecedececesssecesecessseseseceseessseasencseseesctesscesstosessessserstees

SEeSeekaeeseSaecaeeceSecececececeecetesaseceeasasececesssceecsessess

don’t. They are always under control. I
want to change the control to be
. We feel free when we are positively

trickled from the gym—some because
they were disappointed and others
because the congestion
was unbearable.
Skinner's visit to Humboldt County has
been his only West Coast appearance
this
year.

Facing the packed gym, the psycholoseemed much like a professor
delivering a lecture to a class. And—as is
the case in most classes—some were

interested while others slept.

pprceat this was to be expected, as

they

unfamiliar with his terms and basic
premises.
Throughout the speech, students

“Money is the dominant
reinforcer. it is exchanged
for other kinds of reinforcers.
money

people

Those
can

.

who have
convince

to behave

certain

ways.”’
alededetetereeceseteledecesecececececessceccaestecetatate
te atetetatet

Skinner arrived on campus at noon,
having flown in from Boston. He attended
a luncheon in the University Center's loft
given by President Siemens.
SERRE

EES

“We
have culated
8
miscarriage
in
the
struggle for freedom. We
have

become

governors

are not
eee

likely to punish
too Bensctiok id

e8etetete8,seseeseseses ase

on

ourselves

our own

so we

Ssigege)assy
site segeegege’

At cundun, sateheay professors
questioned Skinner about his theories.
President Siemens attempted to chat
with him about students and campus life.
After the luncheon Skinner visited
KVIQ’s TV studio to tape an interview.
He was then interviewed by Lumberjack
and Times-Standard reporters before
intently watching the tape of his Humboldt TV debute.

We sont er
with a
minimum concern for the
present and a maximum
concern for the future.
People
with
commitment

a
to

strong
the

present are limited in what
bead oo bellSedesete dese

netetetetetetetateteteteteteteteds

sence bon tah 4, eee
eel
since 1988. He currently
is not teaching
classes
but still ‘‘sees students. I don’t
grade them, but they benefit,”
he said
after
the speech.
abesededededetededededeececedeseteseesesetececesetecenesegeaegiaeeae,

“Deapots have (ruled) in
the past and it will be done
again unless something is
done to prevent it—if those
who have power can use it
only in certain oer. =
SARE
REeeeteteeteteeteteeteteneetetentetetee
Despite the aloofness sensed

at the

lecture, Skinner suggested forming a
circle and discussing his utopia with
students questioning him at a reception
after the speech.
He did this while psychology professors
and elite school officials milled about—
talking among themselves.
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The Editor's viewpoint

All responsible
for racial conflict
Humboldt is today not the 98 per cent White school
of five or six years ago.
The active recruitment of minority students and
programs for special admission policies have in
recent years added a vitally needed dimension that
was non-existent five years ago.
The enrichment of the learning environment by the

addition of more

cultures has made

HSU a

better

university than the one-culture college of the past.
This enrichment has not been without resulting
problems and conflicts, however, as evidenced by the

recent events concerning the Intercultural Center and
the Native
office.

Americans’

protest

in

the

president's

And the biggest part of those problems and conflicts
is that everyone is trying to place the blame on
someone else.
Unfortunately the campus is not as free from
prejudice and racial bias as many White students and

faculty members would like to believe.
Minority students have some valid

complaints

when they accuse the general campus community of
racial prejudice. Too often Whites give lip service to
racial equality and then demonstrate prejudice in
their actions.

Yet many

minority

students

appear

to be over-

sensitive in some areas and read prejudice into actions that are not intended as such.
And sometimes they allow their own perspective to

blind them to other students’ rights. ‘‘You can’t
legislate morality,’’ the saying goes, and such is for
true racial equality.

The recent Native American demonstration over an
art exhibit is not unlike saying that an environmental
preservationist group on campus could do the same
with a lumbering technique exhibit in the forestry or
natural

resources

area.
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Card rejected

by state legislators

alternative

Often the reason is that a student without a permit
cannot find a space to park near campus and, being
late for class, resorts to a space in the lot.
Or a student with a permit must resort to a faculty
space, or vice versa.

By amending the bill, the legislature took away the

possibility that the fees from tickets could solve the
initial problem.
e

See
OO
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Editor:
The only word we can find to
describe
our feelings is disgust.
BS2 bombers of the U.S. military
command
are continuing to bring
destruction
to North Vietnam.
And

yet

the

student

representatives have chosen to
back U.S. policy in Southeast
Asia. At the last Student Legislative Council (SLC) meeting a
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The reason for most parking tickets on campus is
not that the driver makes a decision to park his car
and forget the consequences.

The

FETE

Money for alternative transportation and additional
parking facilities must still be approved by the Board
of Trustees. Judging from past experiences, money
for additional parking facilities will probably be
difficult to obtain, and for alternative transportation,
impossible.

wren.

University Center was built
is being
maintained
operated entirely by studen
funds. Not a farthing has
spent by the faculty and
construction or support
facility.

ae

develop

Co

Disgusted
with bombing

2
$F

or

te”

Is it fair or even just to expect a
discount there at the expense of
those who have contributed
twenty dolllars a year for four
years and will continue at that
same until the construction bond
is retired?
However, that argument is
moot since there is no ‘Faculty
and Staff Dining” area. In any
case, I thank you for your kind
thoughts. Please assign this
discount card to someone who
has earned it.
Stan Mottaz
Activities Adviser

Ticket fees shuffled

construct parking facilities
methods of transportation.

«aD

WRITE ON PEADERS/

Each group on campus is entitied to present its
views or to argue the views of another group. But no
group has the right to silence another group.
It is time for everyone to stop passing the responsibility for racial conflict and problems on campus.
The solutions have to start with ‘‘us’’—not “‘them’’—
regardiess fo who we are.

We would like to commend the California State
Legislature for a job half-way well-done.
A bill recently passed by the legislature and signed
into law by Gov. Ronald Reagan authorizes that half
of the parking ticket monies from violations on
campus be put in a State Parking Reserve Fund.
The lawmakers then turned around to say that none
of the funds collected may be used to purchase land,
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motion was introduced to declare
January
20—the
day
of
inauguration—a day of mourning
and protest. Yet this attempt to
refute the policies of genocide
was

turned

down

by

your

representatives to the SLC.
The excuse for voting “no” was
“it is not the business of SLC to
support

or

oppose

policy.”

If

one

does

government
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Recycling center extends hours
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WRITE ON PEADERS!

(Continued from page 4)
And now let us do the ultimate
in protest. Let’s rebuild Bach Mai
Hospital and undo the destructive
actions of the Nixon Administration.
It means money. It means we
need $3 million to do the job. It
means we are asking you to join
us in doing that job.
So the second thing you can do
is send money to help that
hospital. Send your check or
money order to the Phoenix Environmental Committee, 640 10th
St., Arcata 95521. Make checks
payable to Bach Mai Hospital
Fund. We will forward your
donation to the fund in care of the
Medical Aid for Indochina Committee.
The SLC has refused
to be your
voice of protest. And so the
Phoenix Environment Committee is attempting to fill the
vacuum. Power to the forces of
life! Down with the forces of
death! Life to the Vietnamese
people!

Upon returning to HSU this
quarter, we all found the longawaited opening of the University

Center had taken place. It was
with mixed feelings that I sat
there in the new facilities. I would
like to share the dregs of this
mixture.
We sit here on the hill above the
world
and
carry
out
our
academic endeavors in an effort
(or so we all say) to benefit
mankind. And sometimes it does

actually appear that we are doing
For example

problems

look at how

for

which

we

have found some causes and then
set about effecting the solution -

problems of pollution, population,
etc. And through it all comes the
panicked cry of one academic to
another - “Why
won't
they

listen?”
For sime time now, pushed and
kicked

along

by

the

Science

Department,

we

have

been

warning the world through our
books (scholarly as well as not

so) and our loud voices that we
are experiencing an energy crisis

and

problem in mind. One can only

tality rate is higher, convictions
for crimes and executions are
disproportionately
higher,

Go on in and look at the lightstudded ceiling - our intimate
atmosphere courtesy of the
world.
Lest it be said that students
don’t appreciate anything ...
The new center is certainly and
structurally nice, but it does in
many ways much resemble a

wart. And so the question should
really be reworded — ‘‘Why don’t
we listen?”

I

don’t

expect

miracles

of

change from our world, but is it
too much to expect a little sense
here up high ona hill.
1
Jim Fullan

junior, English major

racism.”

Editor:

many

is poorer,

Editor:
Ethnic study departments,
special
‘‘closed”
classes,
restricted student clubs, lowering
entrance requirements at certain
institutions of “higher” learning
and financial assisstance are all
condemned by the term ‘‘reverse

University wart

that.

wages

housing

electricity to keep the juice cool! )
appliances, and conveyor belts.

that

we

preserve

should

various

being

to

However,
we must
take a
closer look at this term ‘“‘reverse
racism"’ in order to understand
it’s true meaning. It can be shown
that
under
present
circumstances the term is a pure
abstraction, an absurdity and
when used by people, white or
any other shade, points out their
own implicit racism.
First, the term
‘‘reverse

racism’’ as used in the U.S. today

lower,

infant

etc. And all this is excused
by saying “those people are just
that way."’ Now it is obvious
that in no real sense can a racial
minority in the U.S. practice
“reverse racism.’’ While, it is
true that racism involves the way
people ‘‘feel’’ toward one another
and hostile ‘‘feelings’’ can go two

it should

be pointed out

that ‘feelings’ do not encompass
the term racism.
More specifically, minority
groups are women,
who are
oppressed in a distinct manner
have felt the need to isolate
themselves from the dominant
group, at least to some degree
and for some time. This semiisolation can be used to develope
a possitive self-image as opposed
to the image forced upon them by
this social
structure.
This
separation
allows
for
the
development of group solidarity
and strength, it gives people of
the opportunity to get a clearer

perspective on

themselves,

if there
is no real need for people
to separate for a time, in order

obvious even to those who use the
term ‘‘reverse racism"’ that

and organize for their liberation,

a psychological state.
Real racism involves people in
the real world. It means real

discrimination,
domination,
oppression with real material
physical effect. Real racism
involves a dominant racial group
oppressing one or more subordinate groups. Really —
them;

to the

subordinate
educational
James

ALSO WOOD CARVING
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St., Arcata.
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who combines both qualities.

CHERI WHIDPKEY
TONI GARCIA
JIM SMITH

G. Bradley Barnes 0.0.

Optometrists
912 Tenth St,

in Arcata

Come on in Y'all

$3.45

(We buy and sell used records, too)
Open daily from noon to 9 p.m., Sunda ys noon to 6 p.m.

ene

other

words, “reverse racism’ can
only be used by an ignoramus or
racist, or as often happens, one

HO AND

I'M NOW TAKING ORDERS FOR 45"
4 HARNESS FLOOR LOOMS
MADE OF EASTERN HARD MAPLE
CALL ME OR STOP BY

move materials across Arcata to
our storage areas.”

ocktalls

of the individuals that make up

group’s average
level is lower,

Top ten abums always

will need
man the

center and prepare materials.
We also need pick-up trucks to

Anyone
with a_ stuttering
problem is welcome to enroll.
Enrollment details are available
at 826-3476 or 826-4161.

inherent inferiority and disability

ecu rdmarg,
BOXES ETC.

Anderson says that the expand
services, ‘‘the center
more volunteers to

cannot be due to real racism; it
must be explained by the

WOOD THINGS TOO!
PICTURE FRAMES,

pick up material at smaller
recycling centers in the area.

then their real position in society

extent that the

R. Barnes 0.0.

Chesbro said the center might
soon be open five days a week and

feature

contemporary reality. But, it is position, develope their strength

racism
is more than a “‘belief’’or

ter, said.

the

has validity only as an abstraction, a dictionary definition
completely
divorced
from

fully comprehend

will

and

ley Chesbro, director of the
Northcoast Environmental Cen-

graduate speech and hearing
specialists. The objective is for
those participating to get used to
talking
with
a variety
of
listeners.

‘‘privileged’’ standards
and
programs for oppressed groups,

1620 G Street, Arcata

LIKE SHUTTLES,

which

bottles

of Sacramento has been hired as
Recycling Center Director, Wes-

Speech professors Robert Cole
and Walter LaDue will direct the

program

cans,

The expanded hours are
possible because John Anderson

A therapy program for those
who stutter will be offered at HSU
this quarter.

no real need for special so-called

to more

newspapers.

Stutterers therapy
enrollment opens

dominant group and the larger
social structure in which we are
all immersed. However, it is not
for the members of the dominant
group to determine when the
oppressed group should emerge
from it’s semi-isolation.
Finally, when racial minorities or
women
in general
realize this need to break off
temporarilly, the cry of “reverse
racism’: or “reverse sexism’ is
heard. This ‘‘oink” is worse than
absurd. These two terms imply
racism and-or sexism on the part
of those that use them. If there is

energy-

producing resources by curtailing our use of energy-eating
appliances and devices. But they
just won’t listen; they keep on
brushing their teeth, blowing
their hair, heating and lighting
their 3,000 square feet homes...
But before we call them

AND OTHER

mor-

average life span is shorter, etc.,

ways,

aluminum

Thursdays

through Saturdays from 11 a.m.

average

Racism

Wesley Chesbro
Michael Matthews
SLC representative,
Phoenix
Environmental
Committee.

recyclable materials

ignorant fools, we should tour our
new facilities with this same
wonder how bad we need all the
electric juice stirrers, warming
lights (indeed one of these
warmers is positioned directly
above a machine that uses

are

to 3 p.m. The center, previously
open only on Saturdays, accepts

The Northcoast Environmental
Center
is
now
accepting
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Performer couldn't find his harmonica

_

Opinion

We are sending an official
protest to the National Entertainment Conference, informing
agents and other schools of the
problems we had with Charlie
Musselwhite.

We must do these things so that

t to the
can come
the HSUstuden
a
have
and
Rathskeller
reasonable chance of enjoying
himself.

The second problem
is more
insidious.
What can we do with

f

students who are no? responsible
enough to control themselves
when they come to the RathA solution
What can we in the College
Program
Board do to prevent

more of their audience's

$

G and

§

ARCATA

crawled
over
people
and
screeched ‘‘I want Charlie!
Where's Charlie!”
in a high nasal
twang that few in the audience
will ever be fortunate enough to
forget. I ask you, would you pay
money to sit in an audience like

this?
Against this Pandemonium,
lead group ‘“‘Fickel Hill” proved
their
professionalism
and
courage as they soothed and
calmed their audience with their
excellent bluegrass and countrywestern music.

ine - Rebuilt Trans. 1660 Cen» McKin. $850. MUST SELL
D! Joe 839-9977

skeller? We must not allow these
people in. Doormen will stop
them at the door—before they
make a nuisance
of themselves.

HE

r
f
4i

ef; i RE

fl fii 3 i
iate i
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wasted

is improving the public address
system, hiring better doormen,
advertise the need for people to
leave the Rathskeller quickly
after the first show and hire a
professional announcer.

dards, we don’t pay them.

After this interlude of sanity,
Charlie
and
his
partners
remounted the stage . . . on time.
Perhaps realizing that if they
“didn’t get it together”’ this time,

“‘Performing’’ before the
Rathskeller's first audience, the
Musselwhite band arrived late
Once they managed
the
ability _ to find the stage, they

Other things we must consider

performers know exactly what is
expected of them. If they don’t
conform to professional stan-

THEATER
10th Sts. Arcata
822-1727
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Young former flight surgeon named
interim student health center director
by Paul Boothby
HSU’s newly appointed interim
health center director would like

to be known

as a

friendly ad-

ministrator.
“If students have any kind of
problem or feel they need
someone
to talk to, they can come

here,” Dr. Carl L. Tuck, interim
director, said in a Jan. 4 interview.
Tuck, 30, was named interim
health center director last month

following the death of director
Dr. Charles W. Yost. Tuck joined
the center staff last September.
He had previously served three
years

as

an

Air

Force

flight

surgeon.
He came to HSU because he
didn't like where he'd been.
Ocean
is real trip
“I like it here better than
Oklahoma, where I’m from,”’ he

said. “I like the Northcoast. The
ocean's really a big trip with me.
And I like the mountains and the
trees. That's where I like to live.”
And HSU’s health center is
where he wants to work—

preferably

med to seek applicants for the
permanent position, and Tuck
intends to apply.
Macfarlane said last week that

No more pass/fail courses?
In a memorandum

on June 19

to all state colleges
and
universities, Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke established criteria in
developing all grading systems.
Dumke stated this action was

being

taken

“with

the

achieving
system-wide
sistency” and for “the

aim

of

conmain-

tenance of rigorous standards.”
Individual proposals
The

development

guidelines

specify that each campus must
prepare a proposal by June. HSU
Dean of Admissions and Records

Robert

has prepared

Anderson

such a proposal
and it has been
submitted to the Academic

Senate for its comment and
approval.
Final
approval,
however, must come from the
chancellor's office.
Credit-No Credit is designed to
allow

students

to

take

certain

courses without having to worry
about grades.

Some
general
education
courses, such as
4,
are offered CR-NC because
of the
difficulty they pose for many
students, Robert Dickerson,
Economics
man said.

Department

chair-

Foreign language courses are
offered CR-NC to encourage
students who might be otherwise
afraid of language courses to, as
put by Foreign Lanugages
Department Chairman Janet
Spinas, ‘Give it a try.”
Grade alienation
Spinas said that many students
foreign
in
interested
are
language, especially German and
Russian, but are alienated by the
fear of grades
Credit-No Credit does not affect
grade point average (G.P.A.). In
the proposal to be submitted, a
“progress point scale’ has been
established to allow either the
credit or no credit ratings to
affect the student’s probation and
disqualification standing
A student. .must: -meintain: a -

G.P.A. of at lvast 2.0 or be placed
on probation.
In the new plan, each CR will
be given two progress points per
the

unit,

greade

same

us

letter

the

of “C,"’ so credits will

reflect favorably and no-credits,
with a value of zero, will not.
Credits and no-credits will still
have no direct affect on the
G.P.A.
Other restrictions include the
limitation of the maximum

number of units per quarter that

This
be taken CR-NC.
may
by
specified
be
must
number
each canpus and then approved.
How this maximum number
will affect programs, such as the
Innovative Cluster Collete, that
are graded completely on a CRNC basis, is not known, lickerson

said. Dickerson is also chairman

of the newly created Division of

Interdisciplinary Studies and
Special Programs.
May pose a problem

This new system ‘“‘may pose a

problem,”
especially
in
siutations where a first quarter
freshman might receive a ‘“‘NC”
and thus be no better off,
progreess point-wise, than when
he entered the university,
Dickerson said. The rationale of
all non-traditiona,
grading
systems

was

outlined

by

Dickerson. For any grading
system to be effective, certain
behavorial objectives must be
established: designed instruction
performed

and

testing

When the objectives have been
achieved by the student, Dickson
indicated, he has reached the

or minimum

“CR

Tuck said the center charges
nothing for drugs, X-rays or
services, with two exceptions

said

operating well even with one of
4.1 positions unfilled.
“Actually the work load is just

They are the pap test ($4) and the
pregnancy test ($1). Services
performed include treatment of
colds, minor fractures and cuts

about right, so that everybody is

requiring

able

minor surgery-such as mole
removal and cyst drainage-allergy shots and abortion

the

health

to

see

ere

Whether or not Humboldt’s
proposal will be approved has yet
to be seen, but it was prepared,

according to an Oct. 25 memo
from Milton Dobkin,
vicepresident for academic affairs, in

center

people

is

without

crowding things up so you don’t

have time to talk to people,” he
said. ‘‘With four people it’d be
perfect.”
Staff adequate
The center employes five
nurses, two lab technicians one

X-ray technician besides
three doctors, Tuck said.
considers the staff adeuqate
the 160-200 students who visit

the
He
for
the

center daily.
Working space is another
matter, however. Tuck said
laboratory, X-ray and office
space are cramped.
“Right now in the way of
examining space it’s pretty much
OK,” he added. “If we had four
physicians, however, it would
really be difficult.”

Plans approved
mentioned that plans

He
expand

the

health

center

to
had

already been approved. Dorsey
A. Longmire, facilities planner
for

campus

development

utilization, described

and

the plans

last week.

Dr. J.R. Cunningham, associate
‘The plan calls for a second floor
dean for the health and coun- to be built on
the
center,
seling centers, has been named Longmire
said. The building
chairman of the search com- addition itself will cost $733,000,
mittee.
and with landscaping and arTwo more named
chitectural work the project will
Two committee members have total $1 million.
also been named, according to
According to Longmire, the
Macfarlane. They are Earl W.
project
has the preliminary
Meneweather,
campus
ombudsman,
and
Gary
E. approval of the Trustees of the
California State College and
Fredericksen,
student
emUniversity System. Final ap
ployment adviser.
Macfarlane said other mem- proval may be obtained at a Jan.
bers yet to be named would in- 23-24 meeting of the trustees.
clude two or three students. Dr. Actual construction could begin
Cunningham
is in charge of in one year, baring delays.
committee member selection.
Hours extended
How long it will take the
The health center is open from
committee to recommend a 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through

permanent director for Macfarlane’s approval is unknown.

‘All I can say is that we hope to
have one by next fall,”’ Tuck said,
‘‘but that doesn’t mean we will.”
In the meantime Tuck has no

Thursday, and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on

Friday. Treatment is restricted
to students; dependents are not
treated.

stitches,

as

well

as

counseling.

John Sebastian
to appear Feb. 3
John
Sebastian,
former
member of the Lovin’ Spoonful,
will appear in concert Feb. 3 in
the HSU fieldhouse, the College
Program

Board

(CPB)

an-

nounced last week.
Other concerts planned by the
CPB this quarter include ones by
Bill Monrue and the Bluegrass

Boys Feb. 11, and Mike Seeger
Feb. 22.
Besides concert, the CPB plans
some lectures this quarter. The

first is to be Gordon Inkeles, will
speak on the ‘Art of Sensual
Massage"’ tomorrow.

Five honored
at Dec. concert
Five HSU students received
awards
at
last
quarter’s
Christmas Concert.

HSU President Corneliius H.
Siemens named political science
major Jan Beitzer “Woman of
the Year.”

Hank Kashdan, a journalism
major, was presented the ‘‘Man
of the Year” award.
Wendy

Herndon,

a

social

welfare major,
was
voted
“Outstanding Senoir Woman.” C.
Bruce

Johnston

and

Ernie

Wasson tied for ‘Outstanding
Senior Man.” Johnston is a
psychology major and Wasson a

geography major.
The winners
were selected by a
faculty committee.

health center changes planned.
“I’s been such a short time I've

been

here really,

that

WE HAVE VEGETARIAN
SPECIALS ALSO

I don’t

know what we're going to do,”’ he

said, ‘except that we're getting
into the campus itself more.”
Visit
to classes

CHEESE MELT

An example of campus involvement cited by Tucker
was his and colleague Dr.
Ronald

D. Evans’

Cheese, tomato, dressing, and pickles
all on a sesame seed bun
BURRITO

visits to two

Flour tortilla around refried beans
cheese onions and hot sauce

Smallest place in town,
Mon

Thurs

10 30am

for

achievement and progress made,
Dickson said.

C”

permanent

director.
Dean
of Students
Thomas G. Macfarlane has ordered a search committee for-

Car! L. Tuck, acting Health Center director, pauses to
talk with nurse Mary Bukso and a patient.

Credit-No Credit (CR-NC) an
other ‘‘non-traditional’ grading
systems must be modified by
next fall or dropped.

as

HSU classes last quarter. One
was a physical education class,
the other a first aid class. Tuck

10pm

Fri

and Sat

|

est hamburger around.
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A substitute for ‘the pill’?

Astrological birth control
- this special day of recurrence are
Ann Marie Thompson
wan ieee may someday rule also high fertility days,” Gilbert
said last week.
your sex life.
According to HSU junior Paul
The birth control method was
Gilbert,
moon
cycles
may
developed in Eastern Europe in
determine
female
fertility.
Pregnancy may be prevented by
abstaining from sexual intercourse during fertile periods
caused by both the moon and
ovulation.
To practice astrological birth
control, a woman-must find the
angular distance between the sun
and moon at the time of her birth.
Highest fertility
‘If a woman was born with the
moon 102 degrees 15 minutes of
arch between the sun and moon,
her moment of highest fertility is
when the angle occurs again each
month. Sometimes it occurs
twice
in
one
month
and
sometimes not at all.
“Then the three days preceding

the late 1960’s after 13 years of
research

by

cording

to

two

doctors.

Gilbert

and

Ac-

the

Aguarian Research Foundation
(ARF) in Pennsylvania, two tests
were
then
conducted
in
Czechoslovakia. Over
30,000
women tested found the method
97.7 per cent effective, according
to the ARF.

other
that
adds
Gilbert
European studies have found the
method 80 to 85 per cent effective,
but 98.2 per cent effective when
rhythm is also practiced.

“Rhythm has only been found

to be 30 per cent effective, based
on

the

ovulation

time

when

practiced alone,” he said.

_

Gilbert says astrological birth

control reached the United States
in 1970

tested

and

by

is currently

the

Astra

being

Research

Center in Virginia and the
American’
Federation
of
Astrologers, Washington D.C.
New method
Gilbert says most people have
not heard of the method because
it is new.

“It hasn’t really been
so that’s

here

why

tested
are

people

skeptical. They don't have any
otticial

skeptical

statements.

too.

I’m

pretty

I haven't

really

tested it out. All I really have to
go on is these European tests,"’ he

said. Despite his skepticism, the
art major is willing to calculate
any woman's fertile cycle free of
charge because he is ‘‘just in-

terested”’ in the method.
For pill alternative
“Usually people that want to
use it are those who don’t want to
use the pill under any circumstances,” he said. Even if
research should prove the birth
control method effective, Gilbert
is not sure Americans would
accept the evidence as astrology
has
“an
unscientific
connotation.”
“But then, my sister is even
using it and she’s about as

skeptical as they come. It could

probably really help in Catholic

Paul Gilbert discusses an Eastern European method
of birth contro! that doesn’t produce side effects.

SLG Week

countries where the pill is not
allowed,” he added.
Center comment
Dr. Carl L. Tuck, acting
director of the Health Center, is a

bit

skeptical

of

the

method.

“Physiologically, the only time
aperson is fertile is. when they
release an egg, and the egg is
released sometime during the
menstrual cycle,”’ Tuck said,
adding that the sperm may live
from four to 19 days so there are
possibly 10 days a month when a

female

may

become

pregnant.

A motion protesting the war in

Southeast Asia was defeated last
week by the Student Legislative
Council (SLC) when the chairman declined to break a tie vote.

The motion, offered by council
member

the

SLC

Richard

Wesley Chesbro, asked

to
M.

delcare

President

Nixnon’s

Inaugura-

tion Day—Saturday—a day of
mourning for dead Vietnamese

and protest against U.S. policy.
Copies of the motion were to be
sent to Nixon and other govern-

ment officials.
In other action, the SLC approved the constitution for the
Epsilon Pi Ti club, which allows
it to use campus facilities. The
club’s goal is to further improvement in industrial arts

education.

“It’s sort of hard for me to
believe that you could combine

an inexact method (rhythm) and
an

New SLC chairman Greg Golgart has plans to
“maintain neutrality’’ on SLC this quarter. He
started his practice at last week’s meeting by
refusing to break a tie vote concerning an anti-war
resolution.

Golgart wins post of student
council presiding officer
Student Legislative Council
(SLC) member Greg Golgart was
chosen last month by his
colleagues to succeed chairwoman Jan Beitzer, whose
council
term expired at the end of
fall quarter. Golgart, a senior
unications major,
transferred from Dominguez
Hills State College to HSU two
years ago.
He said last week that he hopes
to graduate this quarter and

“Industrial
arts was too hard to

chairman

to

‘‘maintain

neutrality so the rights of the
minority and majority are
protected.”
He said the main job of the SLC
is to manage the $250,000 yearly
student budget. He declined to
say whether he would like to see
changes

in next

year’s

budget,

which will be worked out during
winter and spring quarters.
Golgart’s SLC term ends in
March unless he wins reelection
in February’s ASB
general

elections. He said he has lived
in HSU’s Humboldt Village
trailers for two years. His
hometown

is

Compton,

Calif.,

near South Central Los Angeles.

get classes in,” he explained.

Golgart is not upset by what
some students
see as a takeover
of the SLC by students friendly to
athletics.

E

“I can’t put one group down for

taking

e

of

the

op

portunities
open to all,” he said.
www

eee

808

G

St.,

Arcata

inexact

method

and

get

something exact,” Tuck said. He
added, however, that others may

consider the astrological method
exact.

Plan sexes

Gilbert says with astrological
birth control one may plan the
sex of children. He explained that
astrological signs are either
masculine or feminine and a
child’s sex is determined by the
sign he was conceived under.
Aries, the first Zodiac sign, is
masculine while Taurus, the

second sign, is feminine.
The next
sign is then masculine, Gilbert
said.
The student took correspondence astrology courses for one
year from the Rosicrucian
Fellowship.
He
also
took
astrology courses at the Free
University in Arcata and says he

has read much on the subject.
He said he feels ‘‘it is important
that competent and reliable
testing be done on the astroa
contraception” in the
S.

COURTESY FREE DELIVERY SERVICE

— SUNDRIES — FILMS — COSMETICS
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF THE FINER PERFUMES &
COLOGNES FOR MEN AND WOMEN

ON THE PLAZA
Hours 9 A.M. fo 8 P.M. Daily
Seturdays
- 9 A.M. fe 6 0.M.

Call 822-1717
After Hours Call 622-3637

693 H............. £.0.0.05048 0.0.08
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Students occupy 6 units |
of unfinished dorms
Six units of 24-apartment dorm
complex located east of the Jolly
Green Giant are nearing completion, Director of Student
Housing William Kingston said
Wednesday.
In fact, students are
already moving in. _
Sixty

persons

are

living

the

dorms

in

Cypress
Hall, the name given this
section
of the new dorms.
There are still a few little
things to be done, he said, such as
hanging drapes, : putting up
shower doors and acquiring patio
furniture for the outside deck
located behind each of the
apartments.

“near

But

enough

complete

is

for

people to live in it,” he said.

new
dorm
The almost-completed
complex near Jolly Giant Creek will
provide over 200 bed spaces for

students next fall, which will partially

ease the housing shortage.

Bookstore loses $1,600
was kicked

A break-in at HSU’s bookstore
Tuesday resulted
in an estimated
$1,600 worth of merchandise
stolen or damaged, Howard D.
Goodwin, bookstore manager,
said.
Arcata Police Officer Steve
Ward said the theft occurred
sometime between 3 and 6 a.m.
Police sources speculate that the
thief
gained
entrance
by
breaking a cafeteria window.
The theft was discovered by
Donald “Smokey” Holstrom,
Hospitality

called the police,” Holstrom said.

the cigarette and game machines
downstairs in the “‘gameroom.”
The gameroom,

located under

seven to 10 persons. Each has a
living room, in addition to a

the bookstore, also had its door
broken.
Glenn Povenmire, a game
machine attendant, estimated
his
losses at only $5 to $10. ‘‘They
didn’t get much since we had
emptied the machines the day
before,’’ he said.

Campus calendar

study, is furnished and has wall-

to-wall shag carpeting. The
furniture is upholstered in a
comfortable cloth fabric.
A look from the outside of the
building might make one think he
was on a drive along the San
Francisco Marina, as window
seats line the face of the building.
The roof makes a steep slant
toward
tall evergreens that tower
behind, allowing the structure to
blend with its soundings.
Like S.F. Marina

Services

1 p.m.

Manager, at 6:30 a.m., after
arriving at the University Center

hina

Cafeteria, where he works.
“I came in and found some

wrist-watch cases scattered all
over the floor. While cleaning
them up I realized something was
wrong. That’s when I discovered
the glass<door to the bookstore

Western

in. I immediately

theft

1 p.m.

im
7:30 p.m.

‘ Auto

1

p.m.

9 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
11 a.m.

Exhibit—Multi media sculptural environment. Art
Department main gallery.
Paintings—Nelson Hall gallery. Artist Nelson
Richardson.
Thursday
Exhibit—Multimedia
Department gallery.

7:30 p.m.

8:15 p.m.

sculptural environment.

Art

Paintings—Nelson Hall gallery. Artist Nelson
Ri chardson.
Lecture—‘‘The Artof Sensual Massage,” by Gordon
Inkeles, multipurpose room, University Center.
Friday

= Exhibit—Art Department gallery.

Paintings—Nelson Hall gallery.
Basketball—Sonoma State Co! liege, Men's Gym.
Opera workshop—Music Recital Hall, Music
Building.
Peace

1:30 p.m.
4 p.m.

The dorm

Wednesday

Saturday
March—Baza'r
Parking

lot

Courthouse, Eureka.

to

County

—_— Peace Rally—Sth and J Streets, Eureka.
Wrestling—Naval All-Stars, Men's Gym.
Wrestling—U.C.

Davis, Men’s Gym.

Opera workshop—Music Recital Hall.

is painted

There

are

no

vacancies

presently available in the new
units, he said, but a few campus
rentals exist for interested
Students. Those interested
would be advised to contract the
Student Housing Office.

a light

brown with dark brown trim, and

has rail-type fencing along the
oo walkway of the upstairs and
wn.

Knitter's

The area in front of the construction site is somewhat.

cluttered with building materials
at present, but
said,
“‘when the work is done, there are
plans to plant a lawn with gardens around its perimeter.”
Kingston
said that he believed
this would tie the whole complex
together and ‘‘create a feeling of

1166

H

St., Arcata

unity.”

reception

Student reception of the new
dorms
has
been
‘‘very
favorable,’ Kingston said. ‘In
fact,” he continued, ‘I wouldn’t
mind living there myself.’
There had been some ap
prehension about student par
problems
in the beginning, he

We con tune it adjust i!
tg: rubber or dust i!

;

s

\

Gad

5

And well pick it up ond deliver it

76 “texas

%

# instead of Coffee

RO

HSU

after

September plans
There are also plans for adding
kitchenettes to each of the units
So
ry
ape,

Try

%Herb

Teal

FIREPLACE
BOOKSHOP

10th end G

ecross trom the Arcoto Theater

All Topics
Send for
descriptive, up-to-date,
128-page mail order catalog of 2,300

{iante cover postage and Sending.
66 HSt
Arcata:
622-1791

RESEARCH UNLIMITED

S19 GLENROCK
AVE, SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, calle, : 90024
(213) 477-8474 © 477-9463
“We need a local salesman”

Soothing

Relaxing

Invigorating

on the Mall

800 W. HARRIS ST.

Whole Earth Natural Foods
150 herbs, spices and teas

huge variety organic grains
fresh fruits and vegetables
cheeses and yogurts

=

natural vitamins

Whleome

§ Akash baked breads
Organic and natural shampoos
soaps and health aids

fo
Brow

cold pressed oils
we make organic eating easy
860 ‘‘G’’ St., Arcata on the plaza 822-1047

.
PHONE

pi

445-0902,
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Enrollment hits

Ryan Bill replaces old teacher preparation goals
with commission, emphasizes work with children

been

slow

in coming

up

with

specifics.
‘Nobody at Humboldt, nobody
at any other college, nobody in
the state
knows
what
the
requirements are,’’ he said.
Frosh, sophomores
Most affected by the new
legislation are current freshmen
and
sophomores.
Education
majors have until September 15,
1974, to complete their degrees

under the Fischer Bill, provided
that they are already admitted to
a teaching program. Most juniors

and

seniors,

then

are

not

as

greatly affected by the Ryan Bill.
Under the Ryan
Bill the
elementary
and
secondary

teaching credentials will be
replaced by the multiple subject
and single subject teaching
credentials, respectively.
Says McGlynn, ‘The multiple
subject
teacher
credential
authorizes

a

person

to

teach

any place where one teacher is

responsible for more than one
half of a day’s class time.”
Four major areas
Students will be required to
take 126 quarter units equally
divided among four areas:
social sciences, arts and
humanities and math
and
science.

required

to

take

many

more

required classes. The purpose
behind more classes required is
to
broaden
a __ student’s
background
in the courses
related to his field.
Class revisions
McGlynn
says
that
some
departments will have to revise
the types of classes offered more
than
others.
As soon
as a
department has a tentative
program, it is submitted to the
Credential Commission for approval.

Unfortunately, approval is slow
in returning. McGlynn said that
until
approval
comes,
the
department doesn't know what to
tell students.
All of these program changes

still must be squeezed around the
B.A. requirements set
State College Board of
Thus in four years of
subject
program,

up by the
Trustees.
the single
tentative

scheduling allows just ‘‘six units
of electives out of the total of 186
units required,”

McGlynn

said.

More eduction units
Included in the 186 units are 18
units of teacher preparation and
18 units of student teaching.
Before, only six units of student
teaching were required.
“With the big increase in the

amount
required
accept as
single

of student teaching
we won't be able to
many students in the
subject
program,”

McGlynn said.

PHOTO

on student assistance and

placement
send
self-addressed $T AMPED
envelope to the National
Placement Registry, 1001
East Idaho St., Kalispell,
MT $9901
~ NO GIMMICKS

student unaffected by the Ryan

Explaining the lower number,

Carol

Sipher,

bill, thinks

a

thus present orders of texts are
not sufficient. Presently 6,900 are
enrolled this quarter, or 700 more
students than last quarter.
New students on campus this
quarter include 50 freshmen and
700 transfers, according to admissions and records. They were
chosen from more than 1,400
applicants, Dr: Robert A. An-

graduate

‘‘it’s a good

idea”

about the increased student
McGlynn said, ‘‘That’s all the teaching. She mentioned what
systems can take or want.”
she though to be drawback with
Parents don’t want their children the new program as, ‘‘You have
all taught by students.
to know right off from the start if
McGlynn feels it will take
you want to be an elementary
beginning
education
majors
teacher.”
about five years complete their
McGlynn says final approval
degrees. He said it will not be for all programs is not expected
impossible for an education
from the commission until July
major to get a B.A. in addition to 10. ‘Another phase is due before
the credential.
the end of the quarter which
“The fifth year will be used for should add more confidence” to
two important purposes: one, to the program. He adds there are
strengthen the major, and two, to new classes being offered inallow the student to take some
structors are certain to be apelectives he’d been unable to proved by the commission.
take,”’ he said.
McGlynn made
a point of
Partial certification
* saying, “There is a spirit of the
A provision in the Ryan Bill law behind the letter of the law.”
that didn’t exist in the Fischer
The result of that spirit is that the
bill allows a person with a valid
program ‘should become a much
B.A. degree to partially certify
more
cooperative enterprise
by taking an exam issued by the
between colleges and teachers.”’Credential Commission.
“If you pass the exam you've
satisfied the general education
requirements.’
However,
that
person still must take the 18 units
of teacher preparation and the
student teaching.
Despite all of
the problems now
being experienced by students and staff
alike, most seem to feel the new
legislation is beneficial in the
long run.
Student teaching good
“I think insistence on more
student teaching is good. It’ll do a
better
job
of
preparing
teachers,” McGlynn said. “‘It
makes more sense to me to have
an elementary teacher well
rounded instead of having a
degree in, say, biology.”
Barbara Pederson, a junior in
elementary education said, “It’s

a mess. I’m trying to sneak out
now under Fischer. At first they

didn’t know what we were supposed to take, so we sort of
wasted a quarter.”
But, she added, ‘‘I think it'll be
a lot better’’ when the program is

fully organized. ‘If I was starting, I'd rather be under the new

derson, dean of admissions and
records, said.
Not always selective
HSU
was
not always
so
selective. Until 1968 anyone who
met admission requirements was

accepted,
of

said,

Laurie

Scott,

an

pollution

and

locations

in thise fields will have a difficult
time.

month
for afew
good college
men.

education

changed my major. It really
discouraged me.’’ She said she
doesn’t like the idea of 70 units of
general education, much less 180.
she said, ‘‘But it’s a

good idea. Teachers won't be so
Marlene

Methnier,

a

junior,

“I have to really rush

$100 for each month of the school year. It's like a
$900 annual scholarship. If you qualify, you can
earn it as a member of the Marine Corps’ Platoon
Leaders Class.
You'll also be earni

mission through PL
Quantico, Virginia.

a Marine officer's com.
summer

Companies.

General Insurance

940 9th St., Arcata
822.0396

at

'

Agency

Act Robinaon

training

Talk to the Marine officer who visits your
campus.

of which now do her no good
toward completing her degree.

Myron T. Abrahamsen

of

and applicants seeking admissin

freshman, said, ‘Because of it I

However,

ex-

retreat to escape smog of big
cities. Applications began to
stack up, and four out of five
applicants were turned down.
Applications were particularly
heavy in fisheries, wildlife
management,
forestry
and
oceanography,
Anderson said,

certain classes
one quarter three

DEALER

Anderson

plained that strting in 1969 public
attention focused on the problem

mMAjT- ranged her major

says she's trying to get out under

Old Line

who

under the

been between 155 and 160 a year,
he added.
Parents want regulars

Axel Anderson Insurance
Jobs Are Available... !
For FREE information

everyone

Fischer bill should be allowed to
finish by its requirements.

Fischer.

GLOVE

that

number of student teachers has

through, taking 18 units a quarter
and summer school.” Like
Pederson, she was told to take
WHITE

thinks

oss

has been some dissatisfaction
with the narrowness of teacher
preparation. ‘‘Teacher education
has been too much on campus
and not enough experience with
children.”
Specific requirements
He says one of the duties of the
new commission
is that it
‘‘develops
specific
requirements”
for the new
majors.
And, until the commission approves the college's
new programs, the college can
tell little to its education majors.
**Many of our students are in a
real bind,’’ McGlynn said. He
blames the commission, which is
entrusted with a lot of decision
making power, but so far has

but

started their majors

Teachers are experiencing
unexpected attendance boosts,

2s¢°s

' passage of the bill. He said there

Counties, 115 will be the limit who
can teach, he said. The average

Metnier says, ‘‘I like the idea of
the multiple subject program,”

-2e

It also calls for the creation of a
new
commission,
the Commission For Teacher Preparation
and Licensing, also called the
Credential Commissiopn.
In an interview last Wednesday
Patrick H. McGlynn, chairman
for the department of education,
explained the reasons behind the

to

$82

curriculum for education majors.

were

gS <2 < BO

replaces the old Fisher Bill, and
calls for extensive revision of the

school

.

The Ryan bill, passed in 1971,

the

8BS8S

confusion.

most about this program. The
commission has pretty well
worked out the specifics and has
begun
issuing
program
authorization
to
various
colleges,’ McGlynn said.
It is the
single
subject
credential program
that is
causing the most headaches and
confusion within the department.
Under the old system, a student
could pursue a regular major
while at the same time be
working toward his or her
teaching credential.
Broader fields
Under the new bill students will
seek
degrees
in one of 11
somewhat broader fields. These
will be: English, physical and
natural sciences, mathematics,
social sciences, industrial arts,
physical education, business,
music, art, home economics and
languages.
Thus,
McGlynn
said, ‘You
can't qualify as just a history
teacher, but rather as a social
science
teacher.’’
‘‘Chemistry
would fall under science, and so
forth.”
What is causing concern among
many education majors is that
under the Ryan Bill they will be

if

Srwersese“eSe

teachers has college educators
and education majors in a state of

Even

expand its student teaching
program to Hoopa and Del Norte

its

gest

elementary and secondary school

studied this

bookstore can replenish
supply of required texts.

es4O<282F

“The commission

one first’’ so the school knowns

Students are going to enjoy a
homework-free week until the

Re
DATE:
PLACE:

23-25 January

1973

Placement

TELEPHONE: (415) 556-0241

OQBe $6888

by Bob Day
A new bill designed to better
prepare
California’s
future

6,900 in January
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Fisheries professor
gets $19,000 grant

ya
the
its

Someday you may help spawn
more salmon and trout for

ng
ts,
are
are
re

California’s

streams

flush a toilet.

when

you

_

HSU fisheries Prof. George H.

Allen has received a $19,000 grant
to study the use of human wastes
as fish food.
The grant is from the National
ceanic
and
Atmospheric
Administration. Allen’s waste

his
ind
adre

study

is one

of

funded under the
Grant program.
Dr.
Richard

\n-

nd

campus

five

projects

agency’s

Sea

Ridenhour,

coordinator

of

the

program, said last week that the

five grants totaled $130,000. He
as
X=
lic
ig
to

fe
rd

in
alt

said one grant
marine advisorv
recently moved

ap

established a
service, which
its offices off

campusto the Eureka boat basin.

John
Coleman,
HSU
geography
professor does research amid his many

artifacts

and

Dr. Allen’s waste study grant
calls for the testing of waste on

books.

From Yugoslavian jail to Great Plains:
HSU head geographer experiences life
by David Smith
He is part Choctaw Indian,
born in Los Angeles and educated
in Mississippi. Once he was jailed
by Yugoslavia’s communist
regime for distributing pictures
of Jesus to children.
He is Dr. John M. Coleman,
chairman of HSU's Geography
Department.

Coleman

was

a

soldier in the U.S. Army when he
was arrested.

“I was teaching Gls the history
and values of the American
system,"’ Coleman recalled.
“Part of my teaching program
was to compare our system with
communism. In 1959
I applied for
a visa to observe the Yugoslavian
system first hand.”

While waiting for his visa,
Coleman met a Catholic army
chaplain who also planned to visit
Yugoslavia. Since the priest
spoke Solvenian, a
e of
Yugoslavia, they
travel togehter.

decided

to

Visited churches
The chaplain was interested in
the impact of the communist
regime on Yugoslavia's Catholic
Church. So when they entered the

the northern Great Plains and
how they lived before the
Europeans arrived,’’ he said.
Recently Coleman published
several

articles

in

economic

The

Professional Geographer and
The Plains Anthropologist. He
introduced his discovery of food
sources used by the prehistoric
people on the Great Plains.
Coleman—part
Indian himself—
feels the Native American
culture hasn't received proper
credit for having complex and
highly sophisticated agricultural

vanished

open

it. They

even

camps

of

the

Sioux,

the

their

lack

of

trout

breeding

age. Fingerlings—young fish two
to three inches long-are then
placed in the ponds.

The ponds are adjacent to the
HSU’s

game

pens,

and

were

constructed for this project.
Funding was obtained from the
Wildlife Conservation Board. In
two experiments completed, the

survival rate of the fingerlings
has varied. Allen said 56 percent—of 9500 of the original 17,000
fingerlings—survived a 45-day
experiment.

Nitrite kills
Only 3 per cent of the
fingerlings survived a 106-day
experiment. Allen said an excess
of nitrite resulted in the low
survival rate.
The

campfire telling stories. Angered

by

and

because of their importance to
noncommercial fishermen.
In his experiments raw sewage
is pumped into ponds and left to

high

nitrite

content

‘civilization’,

Allen said studies on waste use
are being done in Rhode Island
and North Carolina. He hopes
that through such studies a food
chain using waste products can
be developed.
Students paid
students now

Three

work

year. Other
students receive
credit toward a master’s degree
for project work.

Fingerlings for the project are

supplied by the state's Fish and

Game ne

t from its Mad

ssselcnlanianianicntanienstentettetetet

“It is interesting to note that
more

primitive

society

of

long

the

Red Wing, Whites, Buffalo,
West Coast, Justin,
Acme,

Cowtown,

Santa Rosa

Plaza Shoe Shop
On The Plaza, 774 9th St., 822-1125
tremendously
but

called the

Arikara
their
‘women’,”’
Coleman said.
According to Coleman, the
Sioux forced the European

NOW

impressed
he doesn't

by
ap-

Hutchins and Fourth St.

IN STOCK

‘LASSICAL IDEAL OF THE GOOD MAN
fomer Balabanis 2.95
1 SAW A PURPLE COW
A. Cole 295
‘ALIF. TENANTS’
$95
BETWEEN
K.

Vonnegut

HANDBOOK

TIME AND TIMBUKTU
245

1973 Moon Sigh Book
1”
LLEWELLYN’'S ASTRO-CALENDAR
100

4th Street
9

THE DEAD BOOK
H

Harrison

ART OF

Inkeles

3.95

a.m.-12

p.m.

4th end W Sts.

395

SENSUAL

MASSAGE

HUTCHINS

LIGHT ON YOGA
Iyengar 3.95

1604 G St., Arc.

on

Allen's
projects
for
both
academic credit and $3,000 a

the higher technological system
of the Arikara fell long before the
Sioux,’’ Coleman said.
Pinnacle
of culture
Coleman feels the pinnacle of
American Indian culture wasn’t
expressed by the Sioux and
Cheyenne, but rather by the
farming peoples
like the Arikara.
‘Agricultural Indians have

was

caused by not letting the sewage
in the pond age long enough,
according to Allen.

To illustrate that point,
Coleman tells of Coronado, the
Spanish explorer.
“Coronado commanded one of
his Indian guides to take him to
the most ‘civilized
in the
area,” Coleman
. “When
they
arrived
at _ their
destination—the camp of the
Pawnee—all they found was a
cluster of lean+tos and some
ragged Indians sitting around a

villages of the Arikara were
damp
and cluttered,
good
breeding sites for diseases,”
Coleman said.

before the Lewis and Clark expedition. They were killed by
other Indians like the Sioux and
Cheyenne
who were pushed out of
the east by the white man.
“The Sioux would ride into
their camp, steal their horses and
then dare them to do something
about

the

“Also, the Arikara were
vulnerable
to
the
exotic
European
diseases carried by the
Indians from
the east. Unlike the

“To me the most fascinating
people on the Northern Plans
were the Arikaras, distant
relatives to the Pawnee. These
Indians were farmers living in
harmony with their surroundings. Unlike the white man,
whose land settlement was based
on
land
speculation,
the
Arikara’s settlement was based
on a deep awareness
of ecological
factors,’ Coleman explained.
Arikaras vanish
Arikaras

on

Coleman said.

systems.

The

system

Arikaras.
“They prevented the Arikaras
from hunting buffalo, thus cutting them off from their food
supply,” Coleman said. Then
they would trade meat for the
Arikaras’ goods, often at a
disadvantage to the Arikaras,”

salmon

&

@.m.-10

p.m.

1644 G St.

-
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Sports
schedule
BASKETBALL
Jan
Jan
Jan

19
23.
24

Sonoma State
Portland U
Portland State

Home
Away
Away

Alaska U

Away

Jan

27

Alaska U

Away

Jan

26

feb
Feb
feb
feb

2 Hoyword State
3San Francisco State
9 Chico State
10

Home
Home
Awoy

UC Davis

Away

Feb

16

Sonoma Stote

Away

Feb

23

Cal State

Away

feb

24

Mor
Mar

Jan

Cal State

2.
3

Away

Stanisiaus State
Sacramento State

19

Home
Home

UC Davis
|

Home
All-Star

Home

Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away

Jon

20

SWVLRARAING
Sacramento State

Away

Jan
Feb

27
2

Chico
Garbage

Home
Away

10
16

San Jose State
Hayward State
San Francixo State

feb

Coach Frank Cheek’s wrestling team takes on Davis

feb
Feb

Humboldt looks for another strong wrestling season.
(Photo courtesy of The Union.)

Home
Home
Sacramento

16
24

—

this Friday night in the HSU gym. A Lumberjack
grappler struggles with his opponent of last week as

Stan
Chico State
FWC Tournament

feb
Feb

State
Can Relays

UC Davis, San Jose State
3 UC Davis

Away
Home
Away

| fe}? vor ee
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"Sports rou indup
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Once again the Lumberjacks lost the battle of the boards,
dropping a 78-65 decision to the Sacramento State Hornets

5

2

ia 5

eS
ee
ee
ee
oe
mar
Saturday the Humboldt Staters rebounded nicely on the court
the win column, thrashing Stanislaus State 77-60. A sur17-point, 12-rebound performance
by Bill Welsh and
a 28outburst by Carl Massey led the way.
Wrestling

tysaan

HAD $0 MUCH FUN SINCE I CLEANED THE Oven! ”

Student jewelry

Music major gets scholarship

to be displayed

HSU sophomore
music major
Mary Pat Maloney
won a $100
scholarship
Jan. 6.
Maloney won a piano
com-

Student
jewelry
and
metalsmithing is on display

through Jan. 31 in HSU's

Art

petition

Building.

The art work is from
and advanced classes, and was

SENSUAL

MASSAGE

= ‘ine art of sensual

TALK

e will

done fall quarter. It may be seen be presented
by Gordon Inkeles
in glass cases in the corridor near

tomorrow

room 105.

room of the University Center at

meee

Senaertontne

:30

p.m

in the

are on sale for $1 at the

machine refunds now ia

Tne Lumberjack wrestlers crushed Sacramento State 48-3 in a
league encounter last Friday with a minimum of effort.
The Hornets forfeited four of ten matches and defaulted a fifth.

winner, she will be a soloist in
Mendelssoh’s 2nd Piano Concerto, Opus 40, with the Portland
orchestra
Feb. 22.

RCATA
QUARIUM
Uniontown Shopping Center
(Next to Value Gient)
Ph. 622-6350

Refunds for money lost in
campus vending machines will be
available
in the University Center game room, the food services
director announced last week.

nV. AXE
> Electronics Student repeirs TV

seman 622-5327

is open
Dorm
refunds
office in

AQUARIUMS
SUPPLIES

daily 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
students may obtain
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Dr. George E. Murphy, HSU
dean of students and
from 194: to 1947, is dead at the

age of 7

Murph,
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educatico”
Pennsyl\

was an HSU associate
of
English
and
here before moving to
:nia State University,

where h:

retired from in 1964.
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The
Athletic Supporter
by Steve Smith
Pete Rozelle
— and Howard Cosell — how did we love thee? Let us
count the plays...
Yes fans, here we are again, at the end of yet another autumn of
gridiron combat, as one of Frank Merriwell’s contempories might
say.
A lot of water has passed under the goal posts in the
six
months, and now the bleary-eyed fan sits in front of the Li

x86

on a quiet Sunday afternoon, watching the old Hollywood B movies
that serve as a kind of visual Alka-Seltzer.

Our fan has gorged himself for the past 24 weeks on a instant

a<=<<=<

replays and Ford truck commercials, and he will to gag if he

hears Mr. Cosell lecture once more on the importance of the contest

at hand. And, of course, he’s wondering what he’s going to do

a

Sunday afternoons and Monday nights for the next six months.
It fairly boggles the mind how our fan—let alone the nation—can
endure
al that competition and still retain a proper sense of perspective on things.
Sometimes one wonders. Once upon a time, football was Sunday
afternoons and “rah-rah, siz-boom-bah” and other cheers of
bygone days.

*

4

&

Now, George Allen gets an audience with the President just for
proving that building, indeed, is for kids. The President even goes

so far as to name military operations after football plays.
One wonders if Don Schula particularly appreciated being roused

out of the sack at 1:30 one morning last January shortly before
Super Bowl VI for an impromptu session of ‘‘White House Warm-

up.” Super Fan strikes again.
The President notwithstanding, there were a number of notable

occurances during the past season.
The strangest goings-on in pro football season had to occur in the
National Football Conferences Western Division. The Falcons
couldn’t beat the 49’ers, the 49’ers couldn’t beat the Rams, the
Rams couldn't beat the patsies, and the Saints—well, they couldn’t
beat most anyone, period.

In all fairness to the Saints, however, it should be noted that they
were the only team in the divisionto play the way everyone figured
they would. The prospect of a division championship seemed to be
an anathema to the other three teams. The crown was there
for the
taking, but you might as well have tried to give away the Brooklyn
e.
:
Credit should also be given to the Rams. It takes imagination to
have as much talent as the Rams do and still manage to lose to the
Saints, the Denver Broncos and the St. Louis Cardinals. It must
have also taken a sense of humor to be a Rams fan this season.
My theory about what might have happened in the NFC West this

season goes something like this: some sharpie in the higher

echelons at CBS TV, looking for a new idea for a sitcom, gets the
network to stage the season as a 14-week pilot. After all, he reasons,
nobody’ll believe the way things will turn out.
x

*

And then, when it was all said and done, the 49’ers—who had
proved themsleves only slightly less inept than the rest of the

division—turned around and blew a 12-point lead in the final four

minutes otf the first playoff game.
Many tears were shed, of course, but what happened to the
‘Niners can be seen as essentially the ‘‘survival of the fittest” — if
they’d been a better team, they wouldn’t have blown it. Charles
Darwin, take a bow.
And of course, mention must be made of the plethora of 1,000yard running backs this season. Gone (at least until someone
comes up with something better than the zone defense ) are the days
when you could brag about being the only owner on your block to
have such a player. Contrary to rumor, teams without a 1,000-yard
back will not be eligible for the anti-poverty program.
8

But the whole thing is said
and if you're not too sick of
template a few questions of
deserve
some thought.
Why play six pre-season
players hurt for nothing?

&

—
Lumberjack Mike Berch (12) puts in a
layup against Oregon Tech. HSU won
the contest, 68-55, but the Lumberjacks
have not fared as well against most of

their opponents. Lack of rebounding
strength has hurt the ‘Jacks against
bigger teams.

Cagers lose contest to Davis, Chico
by Kurt Stender
Maybe size doesn’t make the
difference in a basketball game
but convincing HSU
coach
Richard W. “Dick” Niclai would
probably
be easier than
a rebound away from Nate
Thurmond.
Niclai’s Lumberjacks have
stumbled to a dismal 4-8 record
and has dropped their first two
Far Western Conference games.
In an 87-76 loss to UC Davis and a
board by nearly
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While 6’5” seems to be pretty
good size to the average five-foot
backyard
basketballer,
it’s
unimpressive
in
college
basketball
Pugh has filled in admirable as
the “big” man with a 12-point
average, and 75 rebounds for
second place on the team in both

three shots at the bucket to the
‘Jacks’ one.

a two to one

margain.

In both games HSU committed
fewer turnovers and shot a
comparable
percentage.
It
doesn’t take a computer to
measure the difference.
“The biggest guy we've got is
about my size,” lamented the

the Lumberjack leader, popping
for a 17.4 average; but
at 6’ even,
Massey doesn’t figure in the

Despite

g

derby.
their height

disad-

vantage,
the
‘Jacks
ee
respectable total—but

and done with for another season now,
hearing about you might want to conless than cosmic magnitude which still

are
their

SAVE
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games and take cush a risk of getting
The 49’ers, for example, had seven

starting players suffer injures in two pre-season games played on
succeeding weekends. Either cut out some of the games, or make
some of them count for all the marbles.
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we told about it voted for it.”

Election contested

A member of the Inter-racial Concerns
Commission, June Gibson, contested the results

d
her comof the referendum, but then droppe
C. Bruce Johnston, chairman of Board of
Control which was handling the complainHe
ated as to the reason it was dropped f
said, ‘Maybe she didn’t think the matter serious
enough to warrant another election, or maybe
she didn’t think another election would make
that much difference.”

Whether this defeat signifies the end of the

center is debatable. Strahan said, ‘‘No requests
and no further plans or discussinons for the
Intercultural Center have been addressed to

Wood feels that the concept of
good. When the plans are
everybody's satisfaction the
realize its a necessary part of

such a center is
worked out to
students, ‘will
a campus.”

$12,000 have
Donations
and services
center. If there are no
from the ed
been receiv

s with the center the money may
to continue
plan
have to be returned. Strahan said, ‘The donors
will have to be contacted to have the money
returned, or to have HSU use it some other way.
The step hasn’t been taken yet.”

The Native Americans showed
Siemens the mug.
“He said he could see how we

would be upset. He said he didn’t
know it was there. He should
have known about it before—

after all, he’s the president,”
Redner said.
(Robert G. Lake, a Native
American
and HSU assistant for

ethnic affairs, was
with
Redner’s group,
but did not want
to discuss
the incident.)

(continued
from page one)

mug, but by that time it had
already been lifted from the
gallery, Thonson said.

“The artist feels he’s just the
opposite of racist—he is just
showing what society is about,”

Thonson said.
No immediate danger
Thonson
added that “‘If it gets
to the point where we have to
have everything screened, we'll
probably give up the gallery.”
Thonson does not see that as an
immediate danger, however.

“If it comes up again, we'll
deal with it as it comes,” he said.
Young said the mug

incident

had raised fears.

:::

maintain a parking lot anyway, twenty dollars?”
Cop land expressed concern that Humboldt would be
putting more into this fund than it would get out losing money
to the bigger schools with more students.
“] want to know that my efforts are going to do some
good,”’ Cop land said. ‘Also, I wantto make sure that

s
::
By
Bo
::
RS

Cop land sais. ‘How much does it cost to

Humboldt will get its

::

share.”

=

Large collection
Last year HSU collected over $12,000 in parking fines, all of
which were received by the city of Arcata. Cop land, alsoa
member of the 6tudent Legislative Council, indicated that he
the fund will be used for such
hopes the money obtained
projects as a student-owned and operated gas station or the

%

and the campus.

%

movement to make sure that the funds are spread out equally

on the project. Lake said, ‘‘As long as this individual committee doesn’t leave out the Indian
perspective, I'll back them 100 per cent.”
Marquez said, ‘It would have to depend on
how the committee was made up and on their
plans.” He said if the committee would incorporate some of the original ideas, he probably
would work with them.

&

“It's better than nothing, bit I don’t agree with some of the

amendments,”

If plans for the center continue Lake and
Marquez would possibly be willing to work again

beginning of a student bus system between McKinleyville

%:

Copland added that he would, if necessary, mount another

among the colleges and universities in the system.

ASB fund reques du e before Jon.26

Indians demand resignation
(continued
from page one)
someone was sitting in it. He
oy another place,” Redner

Parking

Soares Se,

intercultural center
(continued
from page one)
the
in a way I wasn't,
He said, “Yeah, I was. But
There
it.
against
out
way The Lumberjack came
were only negative facts in the paper. The people

eoneceneenscenestanatatstetetetatetatetetetetesetenesete!
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unhappy that the Indian people
had cause
to be unhappy and I’m
not opposing them, but it wasn’t
the piece of pottery that was
racist. It was the label.”

Campus organizations desiring

student funding next year must
submit a budget request to the
ASB general manager before

Bullen, one of the professors
who arranged
the exhibit, has
very strong feelings
about what
happened.
“Any sort of censorship of an
art exhibit is a serious thing,’’ he
said. ‘I am upset that I was not
asked by anyone to react to any of
the charges or given any clear
statement
of the charges.”

Levy said requests for ASB
funding have increased faster
than student revenues in recent
years. (Afull-time student pays
$20 in ASB fees each year.) Thus
new programs can often only be

funded at the expense of old ones.

schedule hearings between Jan.

Last year budget requests
totaled $325,
5,000 more
than ASB revenues—, Levy said.
Requests
for part of the available
$250,000 ranged from $100 to

$88,000.

Recipients of ASB funds last
year include athletics ($69,647),
Youth
Educational
Service
($6,868), Day Care Center
($11,000) and the sports coordinating council ($7,100).

Bullen
said
what
really
angered him was that he was not
consulted to the extent he thinks
he should have been.

“In this instance we were not

partment and the Student
government office expressing
disapproval of the articles, according to Redner.

told by higher administrators to

Open soon in Blue Lake

censor the exhibit. If we had been
told that,
we
would
have

the

resisted,’’ he said, explaining
that
the
president
only
“requested” the mug be removed
from the display which was
already closed.

“Siemens said he would think
our staff would be more sensitive

to this,”” and he asked that the

invite to exhibit work, and what
kind of work we exhibit,’’
he said.
Art Prof. Reese Bullen is ‘‘very

parts for all imported cars
guaranteed savings on

Phillip’s
Camera

Shop
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Diet

During the non-snow off season
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the “Ski Team™ diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.

That's right —— 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet 1s chemical food
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
US.
Ski Team.
Normal energy is
maintained (very important') while
reducing.
You keep “full”
no
starvation
because the dict is designed that way! It's a dict that is
casy to follow whether
travel or stay at home
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before Thanksgiving. Before that
“T hadn’t even thought about it.I
hadn't noticed,”
he said.
Two students object
Thonson told the two that if
they would put their objectionsin
he would take them up
with the faculty.
They didn’t.
Ethnic affairs assistant Lake
finally wrote objecting to the

ENTERTAINMENT

EBONY CL
201 2ND STREET
442-9616

@ geen end white V.W. bus end © red triumph sports ca:

mug be removed from the
display,’ Thonson said. Thonson
said two students had

Tae:

weekend

HELP

racism.’’

—

//

motoring
monkey

If the exhibit had still been on,
Young said he ‘“‘would
not have
removed the pot,” but would
have discussed
the matter with
the president.

Young said the Art Department

GO-GOGIRLS

you

work,

This is, honestly. a fantastically
successful dict. Hf it weren't, the US
Women’s Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gcts. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way. Even it you've tried all
the other dicts, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks
Order today.
Tear this out as a
reminder
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush
Service) — cash is O.K
to Information Sources Co., P.O. Box 982,
Dept. ST, Carpinteria, Calif. 93013.
Don't order unless you expect to lose
20 pounds in two weeks! Because
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!

